
Varied Fluency 

Step 4: Using Bullet Points for a List

National Curriculum Objectives:

English Year 6: (6G5.14) Punctuating bullet points consistently
English Year 6: (6G5.14) Punctuation of bullet points to list information
Terminology for pupils:

• English Year 6: (6G5.14) bullet points

Differentiation: 

Developing Questions to support using bullet points in a list where the listed items are 

single words (which may also include a determiner).

Expected Questions to support using bullet points in a list where the listed items are a 

combination of words and phrases. 

Greater Depth Questions to support using bullet points to organise notes which need to be 

turned from full sentences to a bullet-pointed list. 

More resources from our Grammar, Punctuation and Spelling 

scheme of work.

Did you like this resource? Don’t forget to review it on our website.
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1a. Rewrite the information below adding 

the correct bullet points and punctuation.

I need to buys some new things ready for 

winter a hat, some gloves and a scarf

1b. Rewrite the information below adding 

the correct bullet points and punctuation.

We need to gather the ingredients to 

make a cake flour, eggs and butter

2a. Change the sentence by adding 

bullet points.

We still need to buy some things for the 

sleepover: popcorn, hot chocolate and 

marshmallows. 

2b. Change the sentence by adding 

bullet points.

I enjoy different hobbies: reading, 

running and baking. 

3a. True or false? The list is punctuated 

correctly.

Inside the box there were many 

Christmas items;

• tinsel,

• baubles,

• lights.

3b. True or false? The list is punctuated 

correctly.

There are only a few people left on my 

Christmas card list;

• David

• Suzy,

• Freya

4a. Tick the example which uses bullet 

points correctly.

4b. Tick the example which uses bullet 

points correctly.
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A. We need the following 

items for the trip:

• trainers

• a coat

• a packed lunch

B. We need a range of things 

for the journey:

• water, fruit, sandwiches

• chocolate, crisps

• sweets

A. I enjoy many different foods:

• roast dinner

ice-cream

curry

B. I want to own different cars 

when I am older:

• Porsche

• Ferrari

• Lamborghini
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5a. Rewrite the information below adding 

the correct bullet points and punctuation.

All instruments are stored inside the music 

room the drums violins guitars and 

percussion instruments

5b. Rewrite the information below adding 

the correct bullet points and punctuation.

We saw many different animals at the 

wildlife park giraffes African elephants 

hippos and zebras 

6a. Change the sentence by adding 

bullet points.

I have made plans for the weekend to go 

to the park, go for a walk, have a picnic 

on the grass, ride my bicycle.

6b. Change the sentence by adding 

bullet points.

There are different football matches 

being shown this weekend Ramcastle

United vs Sheffham, Tottenfield vs 

Oldcastle and Bradpool vs Eastham.

7a. True or false? The list is punctuated 

accurately.

I received some amazing birthday gifts: 

• a new mountain bike

• a pair of new trainers

• a glow in the dark globe

• a sledge

7b. True or false? The list is punctuated 

accurately.

I am very busy this week:

• a pantomime on Tuesday,

• a swimming lesson on Thursday,

• a party on Saturday and

• a family dinner on Sunday

8a. Tick the example which uses bullet 

points correctly.

8b. Tick the example which uses bullet 

points correctly.
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A. We have rules to follow in 

school:

• move around quietly 

• walk, don’t run

• open doors for others

B. I have written a list for my 

birthday:

• money, games

make-up, shoes

new clothes

A. I have filled up my craft box 

with some new resources:

• colourful ribbons

• pompoms and sequins

• felt, tissue paper and card

B. We have bought some new 

furniture for the garden:

• a large table with six chairs

• a parasol

• a gas barbeque 
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9a. Rewrite the information below adding 

the correct bullet points and punctuation.

photographs letters and old tickets were 

among the many items inside the 

scrapbook as well as a signed 

programme.

9b. Rewrite the information below adding 

the correct bullet points and punctuation.

swimming with dolphins a safari trip riding 

on rollercoasters and jet-skiing were 

attractions at the holiday resort. 

10a. Change the sentence into note form 

and add bullet points.

Although it is the winter season there is 

still plenty to do at the activity centre 

including indoor bowls, swimming in the 

heated pool, full use of the gym as well 

as outdoor activities such as skiing. 

10b. Change the sentence into note form 

and add bullet points.

The restaurant frequently has famous 

visitors such as well-known film stars, 

celebrity chefs, TV presenters and 

politicians.

11a. True or false? The sentence could be 

re-written as a list with bullet points.

While we were at the park yesterday, we 

ate ice-cream and watched lots of 

different people playing and talking.

11b. True or false? The sentence could be 

re-written as a list with bullet points.

Although the cinema sells popcorn and 

drinks, we always take our own sweets 

and a bottle of water.

12a. Tick the sentence which uses bullet 

points correctly.

12b. Tick the sentence which uses bullet 

points correctly.
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A. I have visited many famous 

landmarks around the world:

• the Leaning Tower of Pisa, 

the Eiffel Tower, the Statue of 

Liberty and Pompeii

B. I love Christmas for many 

reasons:

• spending time with family

• having time off school 

• giving and receiving gifts

A. In a rush, he grabbed 

whatever he could carry:

• his favourite teddy

• some spare clothes

• a family photograph

B. Our house needs work to be 

carried out: 

• a new bathroom fitted,

• a new carpet and 

• a kitchen extension. 
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Developing

1a. I need to buy some new things ready 

for winter:

• a hat,

• some gloves

• a scarf

2a. We still need to buy some things for the 

sleepover: 

• popcorn

• hot chocolate

• marshmallows

3a. False. The semi-colon should be 

replaced by a colon and the commas 

and full stop should be removed. 

4a. A

Expected

5a. All instruments are stored inside the 

music room:

• drums

• violins

• guitars

• percussion instruments

6a. I have made plans for the weekend:

• go to the park

• go for a walk

• have a picnic on the grass

• ride my bicycle

7a. True

8a. A

Greater Depth

9a. There were many items inside the 

scrapbook:

• photographs

• letters

• old tickets

• a signed programme

10a. Although it is the winter season, there 

is still plenty to do at the activity centre:

• indoor bowls

• swimming in the heated pool

• full use of the gym

• skiing

11a. False, this cannot be written in a list.

12a. B

Developing

1b. We need to gather the ingredients to 

make a cake:

• flour

• eggs

• butter

2b. I enjoy different hobbies:

• reading

• running

• baking

3b. False. The semi-colon should be 

replaced by a colon, and the additional 

comma should be removed. 

4b. B

Expected

5b. We saw many different animals at the 

wildlife park:

• giraffes

• African elephants

• hippos

• zebras

6b. There are different football matches 

being shown this weekend

• Ramcastle United vs Sheffham

• Tottenfield vs Oldcastle

• Bradpool vs Eastham

7b. False, the list should not contain 

commas or conjunctions. 
8b. B

Greater Depth

9b. There were different attractions at the 

holiday resort:

• swimming with dolphins

• safari trips

• rollercoaster rides

• jet-skiing

10b. The restaurant frequently has famous 

visitors:

• film stars

• celebrity chefs

• TV presenters

• politicians

11b. False, this cannot be written in a list.

12b. A
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